In the number of about 15 or 20 and hardly any officers and my Constabulary are a nuisance when it comes to issuing ration, but they seem all right so as a whole their equipment is very good in fact I don't think that any army could be much more completely equipped than the Australians. There is another transport and as with Australians only aboard it is the "Osmaniah" our own being the 8th Anzac but passed a week or so this morning and now they are several ships offensively transports so we seem going to Limnos now Tuesday April 5th we are at Mudros now in the island of Lemnos. We arrived last yesterday afternoon having on our way in a couple of English torpedoes lot and a dummy Torpado. A very long and tedious passage, with canvas bags representing a torpado and so decline our ships Mudros which it appears the British have bought since the beginning of the war is a very big port with room for a hundred vessels and there are shown transports lying close.